Abstract: Nature has many striking examples of adaptive structures: the emulation of birds' flight is the true challenge of a morphing wing. The integration of increasingly innovative technologies, such as reliable kinematic mechanisms, embedded servo-actuation and smart materials systems, enables us to realize new structural systems fully compatible with the more and more stringent airworthiness requirements. In this paper, the authors describe the characterization of an adaptive structure, representative of a wing trailing edge, consisting of a finger-like rib mechanism with a highly deformable skin, which comprises both soft and stiff parts. The morphing skin is able to follow the trailing edge movement under repeated cycles, while being stiff enough to preserve its shape under aerodynamic loads and adequately pliable to minimize the actuation power required for morphing. In order to properly characterize the system, a mock-up was manufactured whose structural properties, in particular the ability to carry out loads, were also guaranteed by the elastic skin. A numerical sensitivity analysis with respect to the mechanical properties of the multi-segment skin was performed to investigate their influence on the modal response of the whole system. Experimental dynamic tests were then carried out and the obtained results were critically analysed to prove the adequacy of the adopted design approaches as well as to quantify the dissipative (high-damping) effects induced by the rubber foam on the dynamic response of the morphing architecture.
Introduction
Over the next few years, a new generation of air vehicles characterized by high aerodynamic efficiency and low environmental impact could dramatically contribute to achieving the objectives set by the Advisory Council for Aviation Research and Innovation in Europe (ACARE), such as greening and noise reduction. Next-generation aircraft require wings able to reconfigure themselves in multiple shapes in order to match specific flight conditions and reduce fuel waste resulting from non-optimal flight dynamics. Aircraft wings capable of such in-flight reconfiguration are referred to as morphing wings [1, 2] .
One of the key challenges to developing a successful morphing wing is the development of a flexible skin, a continuous layer of material that stretches over a stiff structure, preserving a smooth external surface. Compliant structures are designed to achieve large deformations by relying upon elastic straining of their inner elements. This property would require a high load-carrying capability to sustain aerodynamic pressures, and sufficient flexibility to implement target shapes by the actuation system under the concurrent action of the same external forces. In [3] , the authors discuss how compliant deformation and stiffness concepts, albeit contrasting, are important for a morphing structure. Such a study, carried out about 10 years ago, showed that both the structural and material concepts found in the literature at that time did not fulfil all those characteristics. In other words, the level of maturity of morphing skins was still low and the proposed concepts were still unclear. Indeed, combining adequate flexibility and stiffness concepts into a single skeleton is a real design challenge. Kinematic architecture, made of rigid bodies connected to each other, should nevertheless rely on a skin that envelops the skeleton and guarantees the preservation of a regular geometry during shape change. A significant tendency in implementing adaptive surfaces in the rotorcraft field is also taking place. Investigations into the potential of Continuous Trailing-Edge Flaps (CTEF) for enhanced helicopter primary flight control were described in [4] . The CTEF idea encompassed airfoil-embedded active materials to deform the trailing edge section in a static or dynamic way while keeping the target geometry. Solutions to overcome those issues, with a particular focus on the state of the art of morphing technologies for rotor blades, were instead reported in [5] .
Over the years, different solutions have been proposed to create smooth surfaces for morphing wings. Anisotropy is essential for corrugated laminates' suitability. A structure combining a corrugated skin and a honeycomb-reinforced elastomer was suggested in [6] . The skin could stretch and resist vertical aerodynamic loads thanks to differential behaviour along the in-plane and normal directions. Elastomeric-coated composite corrugated panels were proposed in [7] , addressing shape optimization for an augmented performance of the morphing skin, even considering manufacturing constraints. A similar concept was reported in [8] , where structural elements with in-plane tuneable stiffness were introduced. The design of composite skins with silicone rubber matrix and CFRP rods reinforced by Kevlar layers was studied in [9] ; the prototype could attain ±30 • pure shear morphing. In [10] , an Adaptive Aspect Ratio (AdAR) wing was presented, coupling a compliant skin (the dominant component) with a kinematic internal structure consisting of sliding ribs over a telescopic main spar, to create a morphing aerodynamic surface capable of significant changes in span and aspect ratio. Again, it was necessary to balance in-plane and out-of-plane stiffness. In [11] , a further camber morphing concept (FishBAC) was introduced. The effects of such a technology on a straight, rectangular wing architecture were discussed with reference to a 25-kg UAV (speed range, weight penalties, max allowable span retraction, and so on). Camber morphing appeared to favour larger weight configurations at high speeds, while combination of camber with span morphing provided the largest aerodynamic efficiency improvements for missions with both low and high-speed phases. In [12] , a skin technology based on a combination of an elastomeric outer skin, a flexible honeycomb, and a fiberglass laminate was presented to realize a hybrid morphing trailing edge control surface of a UAV, also addressing camber variation.
Currently, many activities aim at implementing "intelligent" performance inside the skin-for instance, in order to measure the deformation state or to monitor structural conditions. In [13] , one of the first works on this topic, a distributed sensor system developed at NASA Langley Research Center was placed on a morphing wing surface to collect strain field information. Deformation map was first reduced into a distribution of local slopes over a flat surface under the hypothesis of linearity; then, the morphed curved surface could be approximated by a collection of individual flat surfaces of different slope and used as a reference for an active shape control system. Feasibility studies to realize a carbon nanotubes-based strain sensor system were described in [14, 15] . In [16] , the authors presented a 3D shape sensing of flexible morphing wing using arrays of Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) sensors. The maximum error between 3D-visual and FBG measurements was proven to be less than Aerospace 2019, 6, 22 3 of 22 5%, and the proposed method was effective for deformed surface reconstruction. In [17] , embedded sensors were introduced to measure the surrounding flow and give a reference to control the actuators' action. Therein, it was also demonstrated that significant power consumption reductions were possible by exploiting inherent hysteretic properties of SMA and appropriately tailoring the control strategy. In [18] , conceptual design and modelling of a distributed sensor system based once more on FBG was reported, aimed at measuring span-wise and chord-wise variations of an adaptive trailing edge. The sensor system was made of two integrated technological solutions for detecting spanwise and chord-wise strains, forming a closed grid network that revealed the complete deformed shape.
An extensive review of actuation morphing concepts, applied to unmanned aircraft, may be found in [19] . In the already mentioned kinematic morphing (rigid body architectures), distributed electromechanical actuation have shown significant advantages compared to conventional shafted arrangements, due to their ability to move individual components either synchronously or independently. In [20] , a quick-return mechanism for chord-wise camber variations was reported. Motion was transmitted from servo-rotary actuators to adaptive trailing edge device elements. Both inherent rotation sensors associated to each actuator (encoders) and an FBG-based distributed sensor network were used to synchronize the different movements. However, although such a mechanism showed high accuracy and compactness, the potential failure ratio increased because of the larger number of requested motors to withstand external aerodynamic loads. Design, simulation, and control of a miniature linear actuator for morphing wing actuation was proposed in [21] . In that case, the actuator consisted of a miniature brushless direct current (BLDC) motor, a gearing system, and a trapezoidal screw, and was verified as of to managing the high force field appearing under the morphing skin during wind tunnel tests. A wide discussion of the main features of shape memory alloys (SMA) for compliant morphing aircraft was reported in [22] . Particular emphasis was given to camber and twist motions, while the system design tried to maximize the actuation bandwidth and minimize the power consumption. Along the same line, the effectiveness of an SMA thin film actuator to modify an airfoil shape for performance improvement was presented in [23] . Lately, the scientific and technological community is showing growing interest in bi-stable morphing concepts, thanks to the expected benefit of reducing the complexity of servo-activated control systems [24, 25] .
Studies of morphing control systems have been often referred to as UAV, particularly micro air vehicles (MAV). In [26] , the authors worked on the aerodynamic shape optimization to obtain basic wing geometrical properties that would have allowed maximum range and endurance. A detailed study of MAV design is reported in [27] . A design framework was introduced for enhancing roll control authority through morphing wing deployments for non-symmetric twist distribution. A co-simulation strategy for modelling unsteady dynamics of biologically-inspired flapping-wing MAV was developed and reported in [28] . Preliminary control pulse flight-test campaigns were completed for a prototype gull-wing morphing aircraft and described in [29] . The investigated vehicle demonstrated augmented longitudinal and lateral dynamic stability performance. In [30] , the same authors proved the lateral dynamics control authority improvement by morphing wings.
The present paper deals with an innovative structural concept development, tested on a two-bay trailing edge segment that was made of three articulated finger-like ribs and covered by a multi-material hyper-elastic skin. The goal was to understand and evaluate how morphing skin could affect the adaptive structural system dynamic response, with particular reference to damping increase and modal characteristics' deviation. Both aspects are essential for aeroelastic assessment, because an augmented DOF system has a reasonably higher modal density than a usual one, leading to more critical behaviour. It should be properly considered that an elastomeric morphing skin has important mass and stiffness contributions. For typical materials, skin may attain almost 30-40% of the global weight, while normal chord-wise stiffness should be in the range of about 10% with respect to the overall value. Skin-added bending rigidity can be neglected with respect to the basic overall structural one, both spanwise and chord-wise. As far as the authors know, the presented analyses are not common in the literature, with some minor exceptions [31] . Moving from those preliminary results, this research Aerospace 2019, 6, 22 4 of 22 aims at drafting another step for assessing a methodology for defining morphing structure properties and, particularly, morphing skin specs. This work was carried out within the framework of SARISTU (Smart Intelligent Aircraft Structures), an EU FP7 project that ended in 2015. It involved the design and integration of a full-scale morphing wing section including multiple adaptive structural devices: a droop nose, a morphing winglet and an adaptive trailing edge, designed on a new-generation jet aircraft specifications. Prior the ultimate system manufacture, the authors focused on a dummy, a 2-bay segment of the final 5-bay ATED demonstrator (Figure 1 ) [32] .
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Summary and Investigation Strategy
The load-bearing capability of a morphing trailing edge, as well as its ability to reproduce target shapes under the action of aerodynamic and inertial loads, was already discussed in previous works [33, 34] . Similar investigations of a more conventional and segmented skin suitable for a morphing aileron were detailed in [35] . Numerical simulations by finite element analysis were elaborated to support these investigations; numerical models' reliability as well as the overall structural concept functionality and performances were finally proven through experimental tests on a full-scale test article. In this work, the influence of the mechanical properties of a multi-component skin on the modal response of a morphing trailing edge was investigated. Trade-off analyses were carried out to assess the change in the most relevant natural frequencies upon the variation of the elastic properties of the multi-material skin. Most of the issues related to the skin integration, such as temperature and environmental effects, fatigue and chemical resistance, were investigated with reference to the standalone skin specimen. Moreover, vibration tests on a two-bay test article proved the amount of damping measured on the single sample of elastomeric material. These dynamic tests made it possible to highlight the damping effect of the highly deformable foam-based skin, potentially leading to improved wing aeroelastic stability. The trailing edge was in fact designed for the outboard sections of both wings, which are usually very sensitive to vibratory phenomena and prone to aeroelastic instabilities. Hence, a localized increase of damping was regarded as a valuable contribution to the overall structural safety.
Morphing Architecture Description
The two-bay Adaptive Trailing Edge Device (ATED) consists of a finger-like mechanism and a multi-box arrangement (see Figure 2 ). Each adaptive rib was divided into four sequential blocks (B0, B1, B2, B3) jointed by hinges positioned along the aerodynamic camber line (hinge A, B, C). Block B0 is assumed to be constrained to the rear spar of the wing; the rotation of the other blocks around the respective hinge lines physically transforms the camber line into an articulated layout of consecutive parts (see Figure 3) . The blocks rotations are limited by rigid links (L1, L2)-hinged to non-adjacent blocks-which induce the camber line segments to rotate according to pre-defined gear ratios. The linking elements make each rib a single-DOF mechanism: if the motion of any one of the blocks is prevented, no shape change can be achieved. On the other hand, if an actuator moves any of the 
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Skeleton Structural Sizing
As seen in the previous paragraph, the proposed architecture enables the shape morphing through an articulated arrangement of consecutive blocks connected to each other by hinges located along the trailing edge camber. For structural sizing purposes, the presence of the hinges was neglected and the structural layout of the generic bay was assumed to be an assembly of single-cell sectors, rigidly interconnected to each other, in a multi-box arrangement ( Figure 5 ). Each cell is delimited along the span-wise direction by homologue blocks of consecutive ribs, and along the chord by longitudinal stiffening spars.
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The three-dimensional un-viscid vortex lattice method was used to calculate the pressure distribution along the wing. The aerodynamic model was obtained by meshing the wing into 16 flat panels further subdivided into 1860 boxes ( Figure 6 , panels boundaries are represented by means of thick lines); higher mesh density was used along the trailing edge in order to better estimate the pressure trend along the ATED chord). After some sensitivity analysis, the enveloping load condition in terms of highest internal loads induced along the ATED was found to be a trimmed Aerospace 2019, 6, 22 7 of 22 symmetric manoeuvre at dive speed (V D = 206 m/s, Mach = 0.65), limit positive load factor (2.5) and maximum take-off weight (60,000 Kg). Pressure distributions (upper and lower) evaluated along the centre lines of the aerodynamic strips were interpolated along ATED rib planes ( Figure 7) ; at each rib plane, the interpolated distributions were conveniently replaced by linear piecewise distributions characterized by constant average values of (upper/lower) pressure along the chord of each rib segment block. The piecewise distributions, related to the two bays of the dummy demonstrator, are recapped in Figure 8 . In compliance with EASA CS-25 airworthiness requirements, ultimate pressure distributions were obtained by multiplying the limit ones by a contingency factor equal to 1.5.
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Hyperelastic Compliant Skin

Design Aspects
In order to overcome one of the biggest challenges posed by elastomer-based morphing skins [3] -maintaining stiffness against air pressure and in-plane flexibility at the same time-a compliant skin consisting of alternating stiff and soft segments was developed. The functional principle is that soft segments take up the in-plane strains generated by trailing edge morphing, while stiff segments provide stability against air pressure. Soft segments were placed on the top and below the hinge lines, which are the regions where the highest deformations occur (see Figure 9 ). Conversely, almost no deformation is generated between the hinge lines due to the relatively stiff rib segments. Therefore, stiff skin segments were placed above and below the ribs. The main dimensions of the structural arrangement (namely, spars and skin panel thickness, spar caps area) were determined in order to assure adequate margins of safety with respect to permanent deformations at limit load (material plasticization) and local failures at ultimate load.
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Damping Properties' Characterization
The soft materials of the morphing skin were designed to provide adequate flexibility across the operative temperature range. Since polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) or polytrifluoropropyl methylsiloxane lose their flexibility below −40 °C due to cold crystallization, the compliant skin material was based on polydimethyldiphenylsiloxane (PDMDPS). In this material, crystallization is effectively hindered by bulky phenyl groups. Since unfilled silicone elastomer has poor mechanical properties, the tensile strength, elongation at break and tear strength were improved by adding a filler material [37] . Flexible foam was produced from the base material by using a foaming agent that releases gas after reaching a critical temperature. The tailoring of the material was a difficult process because curing reaction and foaming reactions occurred at the same time [37] . A tailored process was also developed to perform curing, foaming, and adhesive bonding of different reactive silicones and aluminium profiles at once. The whole manufacturing process is detailed in [38] . The structural robustness of the skin was appraised through mechanical tests and wind tunnel tests [39] . Within the selected temperature range, the compliant skin showed excellent fatigue resistance and stability of interfaces (polymer-polymer and polymer-aluminium) [39, 40] . Also, good stability against moisture and hydraulic fluid was confirmed by testing [39] . The measured initial elastic moduli of the flexible foam were between 2.30 MPa and 3.97 MPa within the operational temperature range. Poisson's ratio values ranged between 0.15 and 0.24 [38] . The given spans represent the average of the tabulated values plus/minus one standard deviation. The initial elastic moduli of the skin were between 1.83 MPa and 2.30 MPa [38] , with the span representing the average of the tabulated values plus/minus one standard deviation. Poisson's ratio was between 0.46 and 0.47, representing the physically meaningful range of the measured values given in [38] . The damping properties of the compliant skin were investigated by exposing T-joints samples to fully reversed, cyclic loads at room temperature. Each T-joint contained a compliant skin material volume of 30 × 35 × 10 mm 3 (chord length × span × thickness) and was loaded in the chord-wise direction. More details of the T-joint geometry have been published in [39] [40] . A displacement-controlled, ramped cyclic test with a constant crosshead speed 
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The material damping was calculated on the basis of the mechanical energy dissipated in each cycle: this energy (U d ) is equal to the area enclosed by the hysteresis loop (see Figure 13) , and was calculated by numerical integration [41] . The elastic part of the deformation energy, U el , was estimated as the area beneath the elastic load-deflection curve, which was assumed to be linear, as depicted in Figure 12 . Tensile and compressive half-cycles were considered separately. The material loss factor η was then obtained as a ratio:
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(1) Calculated values of dissipated energy, deformation energy and damping are given in Table 1 as a function of the displacement amplitude. It can be seen that the material damping is high and ranges between 1.8% and 3%. In order to enable the estimation of the material contribution to the overall damping of the structure, specific measures were considered necessary. The specific dissipated energy was calculated as the dissipated energy U d per volume of compliant material contained in the T-joint, V = 10,500 mm 3 .
In the same way, the specific elastic energy was determined. Furthermore, the nominal strain was calculated by dividing the displacement amplitude u by the chord length of 30 mm. These quantities are given in the last three columns of Table 1 . A graphical representation is shown in Figure 14 . These data can be used to estimate the contribution of the compliant material to the total damping of the structure by scaling with the total volume content. Calculated values of dissipated energy, deformation energy and damping are given in Table 1 as a function of the displacement amplitude. It can be seen that the material damping is high and ranges between 1.8% and 3%. In order to enable the estimation of the material contribution to the overall damping of the structure, specific measures were considered necessary. The specific dissipated energy was calculated as the dissipated energy Ud per volume of compliant material contained in the T-joint, V = 10,500 mm 3 .
In the same way, the specific elastic energy was determined. Furthermore, the nominal strain was calculated by dividing the displacement amplitude u by the chord length of 30 mm. These quantities are given in the last three columns of Table 1 . A graphical representation is shown in Figure  14 . These data can be used to estimate the contribution of the compliant material to the total damping of the structure by scaling with the total volume content. The damping ζ, assumed as:
is shown as a function of the nominal strain in Figure 15 . It can be seen that the damping is dependent on strain. It starts at 0.23 at 3% strain and goes up to a maximum of 0.38 at 15% strain. The decrease in damping observed at strain values higher than 15%, is a consequence of the linearity assumption drawn in the data evaluation. Since the operational strain values are below 15%, the exact damping curve is only needed up to this value.
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Numerical Model Overview
Structural Modelling
The detailed modelling of a morphing system involves a proper schematization of several components and subassembly items, such as the ribs, connected by spherical and cylindrical joints, the actuator chains, including motor shaft, the skin and the spars, among the others. All elements are fastened and must be compliant with the operative and safety loads (Limit and Ultimate Loads) [33, 34] . In this work, the load-bearing actuation system is not covered by the analyses in order to characterize the single contribution of the skin on the generalized stiffness of the morphing structure. FE analyses were all carried out in MSC Nastran ® environment [42] . The model includes the primary structure (morphable and un-morphable boxes) and the skin segments: aluminium panels as well as hyperelastic sheets and foam segments along the morphing regions. The internal hinges (spherical and cylindrical) are modelled with the usual scheme of rigid body connections (rbe2), with independent nodes located to an ideal centre of rotation [42] . For each hinge, a local coordinate system defying internal rigid body is defined. The hinges kinematics is modelled by coupling the DOF of master independent node and slave nodes: pin release at the end-nodes of bar-cbeam elements to allow the relative rotation between the connected items has been imposed [42] . All the grids of the trailing edge front spar were constrained in all six degrees of freedom (see Figure 16 ). 
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Spars
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Parametric Normal Modes Analysis
A modal analysis was carried out to predict the dynamic behaviour of the structure for different values of stiffness and inertial parameters. The modal parameters were extracted by varying the mechanical properties of the skin in the range between the minimum and the maximum values listed in Table 1 . Considering the spectral range [0, 200 Hz], the main resonance frequencies of the system changed consequently, Figure 18 . The (undamped) modal shapes of interest are shown in Figure 19 . The compliant skin contribution to the generalized stiffness of the global morphing system was then characterized. The morphing mode, which is predominantly a kinematic rigid movement at zero frequency, is here characterized by a not-null vibrating frequency. In the absence of the actuation system, the rigid motion of the morphing structure is indeed prevented by the compliant skin, which makes a unique contribution to the (not-null) modal deformation energy. 
Experimental Investigation of Dummy Device
Test Setup Description
Frequency response functions (FRFs) were used to measure and characterize the dynamic behaviour of the structure. It was clamped at its front spar but free at the other end (Figure 20) . The excitation system consisted of a shaker, which was connected by a rigid stringer to the structure in correspondence of the block 0 of the rib 1. A purely random signal was used in the range 0-200 Hz for the appropriation of the resonance frequencies. An experimental grid of 71 acquisition points was used to reconstruct the mode shapes. Five span-wise stations were monitored (corresponding to each of the three ribs, and in the middle of each bay); at each station, three reference points were selected chord-wise, at the edges and at the middle of each foam strip.
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Ground Vibration Test Results
The experimental modal analysis was carried out for two main purposes: a modal correlation with the numerical results and the estimation of the damping coefficient. The test results confirmed an interesting behaviour of the device: the damping levels were much higher than those typical of metal structures (generally about 1-1.5%) starting from the very first mode shapes. This mechanism, in line with what has already been observed on the single sample, increases the dissipation of energy, which resulted in a higher damping coefficient. In particular, modal damping increased to 3.5% as the frequency grew because of the actual boundary condition, which affected skin compression and stretching to a significant extent during the modal deformations. The experimental mode shapes are represented in Figure 23 . These remarkable outcomes confirmed that the morphing skin increased the generalized stiffness of the adaptive structure, as already foreseen by the simulations, by playing the function of a dynamic energy dissipator (Figure 24 
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Conclusions
Adaptive structures are a topic of growing interest in the aviation industry since they can bring several benefits to next-generation aircraft. An adaptive trailing edge concept is herein presented by combining conventional parts and innovative concepts, as for the morphing skin, all assembled into a new structural system. The structure selected for the benchmark problem is a two-bay portion of an outboard wing trailing edge, consisting of three articulated (finger-like) rib covered by a multi-material hyperelastic skin. The authors have investigated some important aspects for the design and validation of the adaptive system. Focus has been given to the integration issues of a multi-block structure with a high-elasticity compliant skin. The skin influences the global structural dynamics in terms of its mass, damping and stiffness. On the one hand, the inclusion of a compliant skin contributes to make the morphing structure more stable, thanks to its stiffness. The rigid motion of the mechanical structure, necessary to morph the shape of the system, is in fact "counteracted" by the multi-segment skin deformation. Both numerical and testing outcomes highlighted that the morphing frequency, typically representative of a multi-body rigid mode close to 0 Hz, is instead about 35 Hz, even in the absence of the actuation system, which generally affects such a mode by introducing torsional stiffness. On the other hand, the increased weight due to the skin, which could also be a relevant percentage of the complete system, leads to a further increment of the modal density at low frequency, thereby introducing more elastic modes in the bandwidth where flutter instabilities are more likely to occur. The outcomes have demonstrated an intrinsically higher damping coefficient than the standard metallic systems: the elastomeric skin increases the system global property to disperse vibrational energy, reducing the resonance amplitudes. In the preliminary experimental investigations, carried out on a simplified mock-up of the final SARISTU demonstrator, this damping trend has been well assessed in several percentage units, in line with the expectations. The outcomes of the dynamic test have de facto confirmed those levels investigated on stand-alone skin samples by means of mechanical tests only. In more detail, the morphing skin contributes decisively to the modal damping of the entire structure by ensuring 3-3.5% damping compared to 1-1.5% of the aluminium structure alone. Further studies are planned to assess the behaviour of the structure by also taking into account the contribution of the actuators and transmission chains to the overall stiffness of the morphing device. 
